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Abstract

Methods for performing response time analysis of real-time systems are important, not
only for their use in traditional schedulability testing, but also for deriving bounds on
output timing variations in control applications. Automatic control systems are inherently
sensitive to variations in periodicity and end-to-end delays. Therefore, real-time
performance needs to be considered during control design. For this purpose, any real-time
analysis of a potential control implementation should produce results that can easily be
used to examine how the implementation affects control performance. To find the
maximum response time variation for a task, bounds on both minimum and maximum
response times are needed. A tight bound on this maximum variation is useful in the
analysis of control performance and can also be used to improve the results of some
iterative response time analysis methods. In this thesis, three methods for response time
analysis are developed. 

While earlier research has focused on bounding maximum response times, one of the
analysis methods in this thesis allows a computation of the minimum response times of
independent fixed priority scheduled tasks. The analysis finds the largest lower bound of
response times for such tasks, which leads to a tighter bound on the response time
variations. A second analysis method allows exact computation of maximum response
times for tasks whose arrival times are related by offsets. The method is a complement to
schedule simulation based analysis, which it outperforms for systems with tasks that may
experience release jitter.

A common design principle for distributed real-time systems is to let the completion of
one task trigger the start of one or more successors. A third method supporting the analysis
of tasks in such systems is described. The method extends and improves earlier methods
as it allows a generalized system model and also results in tighter bounds than the original
methods. This method has been implemented as part of a toolset that enables an integrated
approach to the design and analysis of control systems and their implementation as
distributed real-time systems. As part of the thesis, models for describing distributed
control systems have been developed. The toolset, which is based on these models, uses
the derived response time bounds in a control system performance analysis based on
simulation. The use of the toolset is exemplified in a small case study.
Keywords Language
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1. Introduction

Current machinery commonly uses a large amount of electronics, sensors and
actuators to realise advanced functionality. Traditional machine design has therefore
become tightly connected to the development of real-time systems that realise
computer controllers in both hardware and software. As a consequence, machine
performance is often directly dependent on the control performance which in turn
relies on the real-time system implementation. Typically, a real-time implementation
induces a number of undesired timing effects such as delays and variations in
periods. Such implementation induced timing effects, here called implementation
effects for short, may originate from for example scheduling. These implementation
effects have a strong impact on the control performance and should be considered
already during control design. One feasible and simple way of doing this is to make
pessimistic predictions of the expected real-time performance and design a
conservative controller that is stable, or remains within performance requirements, in
all possible execution scenarios. Another, more tempting and more cost-effective
solution, is to make more realistic estimates of expected implementation effects and
take these into account already during control design. This enables less conservative
solutions that make more efficient use of hardware resources which ultimately should
lead to cheaper systems. The drawback of this methodology is the need for a higher
level of integration between the design and analysis of the controller and its real-time
implementation. With today’s knowledge it is also difficult to make good use of
known implementation effects in the control system design. For example, the varying
delays in a real-time system originating in varying response times of operating
system tasks (or processes) are not immediately transformable to control delays in the
control system design. Furthermore the analysis of control performance, when
sampling and actuation activities are not precisely periodical, is not well developed.

This thesis will focus on real-time system analysis aimed at providing feedback
for control system designers such that implementation effects can be taken into
account already during the control design phase. We will also give an example of one
way in which the real-time system analysis results can be taken into account in
control analysis through simulation. The development of new control theory for
handling implementation effects such as aperiodic sampling and actuation is not
within the scope of this thesis.

1.1. Background

The work presented here is a result of a continued effort within the AIDA research
project (Automatic Control in Distributed Applications) [1] to enable an integrated
view on the development of automatic control systems and their implementations as
embedded real-time applications. Early in the AIDA project, a need for more
complete models for the description of control system implementations was
identified [33]. This resulted in the specification of a modelling framework that was
aimed to include all characteristics of a control system and its implementation as an
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embedded real-time system [19]. This includes e.g. the specification of control
functionality; mapping of functionality into operating system tasks; allocation of
tasks to processors; and a description of the hardware architecture. 

One specific need that drove the development of the modelling framework was to
allow the description and handling of relative timing constraints. A relative timing
constraint relates two or more events such that their separation in time is given
together with a limitation on the variation in this separation. This type of constraint
can typically be used to define a nearly constant delay from sampling to actuation;
from one sampling instant (or actuation) to the next; or for describing the
synchronisation of multiple sampling/actuation events within a system. The concept
of relative timing constraints differs considerably from the model commonly used for
real-time scheduling in which periodic tasks are simply assumed to execute and
complete within their deadlines once every period. The time interval from the
completion of one instance of a task to the completion of the next is rarely
considered. The difference between this common real-time system assumption and
the requirements derived from a control system is significant. Relative timing
constraints can be defined using the AIDA models described by Redell and Törngren
in [19]. 

Even though relative timing constraints are not generally considered in the real-
time scheduling research, a few exceptions do exist. For example, Cheng and
Agrawala describe an heuristic off-line scheduling algorithm that accounts for
constraints on the interval between start times of consecutive task invocations [5].
Sandström and Norström use a genetic algorithm to assign priorities and offsets to
tasks such that complex relative timing constraints are satisfied [24]. As part of the
early work in the AIDA project, a survey was performed on different scheduling
algorithms for distributed real-time systems with a special concern taken for control
system requirements [21].

The AIDA models were later used in a case study to model a control system
architecture for the four legged vehicle WARP1 which has been developed at the
Mechatronics lab at KTH [23]. The study, described in detail by Redell in [22], also
included a coarse utilisation based analysis of the suggested implementations and
helped in identifying potential bottlenecks in the system. An initial idea at that time
was to develop a toolset which should provide a framework for describing control
system implementations using the AIDA models and a number of tools for assisting
in the system design, see e.g. [20]. Envisioned tools included support for: partitioning
of software into operating system tasks; mapping of tasks to hardware; off-line
scheduling or priority assignment; and task response time analysis. As discussed by
Törngren and Redell in e.g. [32], current state-of-the-art tools for control system
design do not generally support these activities. The same article presents a
comparison of the AIDA modelling framework to alternative modelling languages. 

The above mentioned work resulted in the licentiate thesis by Redell in 1998 [18].
The research within the AIDA project has since then diverged into two related areas:
the continued development of the modelling framework; and the development of
methods for response time analysis. Results from the latter of these two areas,
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response time analysis, are described in this thesis. A first prototype of the toolset,
including parts of the original AIDA models and novel response time analysis, has
also been developed. The toolset and an example of its use are presented in paper D.

1.2. Motivation and aim of research

As indicated above, the aim of this research has changed to some extent after the
compilation of the licentiate thesis [18]. The focus in this thesis is primarily on
response time analysis for fixed priority scheduled tasks in both single processors and
distributed systems. Deriving tight bounds on task response times is one way to better
understand a real-time system design and to provide useful information for integrated
control system analysis. It also enables a means to assess the fulfillment of some
relative timing constraints between tasks, messages and functions. One commonly
discussed (relative) timing constraint in the implementation of control systems is the
requirement that sampling and actuation should be precisely periodic. This means
that such activities should not only occur once every period, but also with a close to
constant delay between consecutive invocations. The variation of the time between
consecutive events can be derived given a knowledge of the best and worst response
times of the corresponding task. The performance of a control system is dependent on
small variations in this interval and the system can become unstable if the variation
becomes too large. Response time analysis can be used to bound this variation. Tight
response time analysis by itself does not automatically help in the design process of a
system that needs to meet relative timing constraints. It can however be used in an
iterative and integrated design approach to verify the performance of given designs.

The better a response time analysis is, the tighter bounds on the best and worst
case response times it produces. The tighter bounds, the smaller will the estimated
variation in e.g. actuation periodicity be, and the more likely is a following control
performance analysis to show the control system to meet its requirements. A control
performance analysis of the same system based on less tight response time bounds
may on the other hand indicate an unstable system, and the system design be deemed
bad, even though the real system is stable at all times. This is one reason for finding
tight response time bounds for real-time tasks. Both upper and lower bounds are
important since they together contribute to a tight bound on the variation in the task
response times.

Another reason to perform response time analysis is for classic schedulability
testing in which the task response times are compared to the task deadlines. If the
worst case response time of a task is longer than its deadline, the system is said to be
unschedulable. Also in this case will tighter bounds help avoiding that systems, that
are schedulable under the given assumptions, are deemed unschedulable due to too
coarse analysis. This schedulability analysis is the classical driving force for deriving
upper bounds on task’s worst case response times.

This thesis concentrates on fixed priority scheduled (FPS) systems. One reason for
this limitation is that the theory of FPS systems is well developed and there is a large
amount of research results that provides a solid base for this research. Furthermore,
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and more importantly, fixed priority scheduling is the industry standard for on-line
scheduling of real-time systems. All general real-time operating systems support FPS
and its wide spread use is probably due to the relative simplicity of the on-line
dispatcher, together with the vast amount of theory that enables analysis such that the
feasibility of an FPS system, in terms of timing, can easily be verified. However,
even though often regarded as complete, there are still improvements and extensions
to be made to the FPS theory. Some such improvements and extensions will be
presented here.

While the aim has been to develop analysis methods for FPS systems in general, a
particular focus has been set on the analysis of distributed systems and specifically
task sets that include precedence relations between tasks. A precedence relation can
either be realised using delays (called offsets) in the triggering of tasks such that one
task is guaranteed to have completed once the next task in a precedence chain is
executed. Another, more direct way of realising a precedence relation, is to let the
completion of one task trigger the execution of one or more succeeding tasks. The
aim has not only been to find small upper bounds on worst case response times, but to
also bound the complete interval of possible task response times. This includes
deriving large lower bounds to the response times. Finally, a driving force has been to
show the usefulness of a tool like the AIDA toolset when implementing embedded
control systems.

1.3. Thesis outline

This thesis consists of this introductory part and four recent papers that contribute
in different ways to the area of research. The four papers will in the following be
referred to as paper A, B, C and D. 

This first part is continued in section 2 with a short overview of related work in the
area of response time analysis of FPS systems. In section 3 the appended papers are
summarized and their contributions are briefly discussed. Section 4 discusses an
extension of the best-case analysis derived in paper A. The extension removes the
assumption in paper A that the worst-case response times of tasks cannot be larger
than the periods. It is suggested that paper A is read before section 4. In section 5 we
discuss the application of the best-case analysis described in paper A for generating
tighter bounds in the analysis of precedence related tasks in distributed systems.
Some concluding remarks and areas for future research are discussed in section 6.

2. Response time analysis in fixed pr ior ity scheduled systems

Fixed priority scheduled systems have been in focus of real-time system research
for many years and a large number of results in the area are available. In the seminal
paper by Liu and Layland [13], the theoretical base for the analysis of fixed priority
scheduled systems was presented. Liu and Layland showed that a fixed priority
scheduled task experiences its worst case response time when its execution is
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requested at a critical instant created by a simultaneous request of all higher priority
tasks. They also presented a utilisation based test for schedulability of independent
tasks, given that the tasks are assigned priorities according to their periods – the rate
monotonic (RM) priority assignment. The utilisation based test is sufficient for
showing that a set of independent tasks with deadlines equal to the periods is
schedulable. While only being sufficient, using only this test to verify schedulability
is quite pessimistic since a task set may be schedulable without passing the test. This
limitation and restricting assumptions such as the rate monotonic priority assignment
and the deadlines that must be equal to the periods called for a more general and
exact analysis.

In [9] Joseph and Pandya developed an exact analysis of task response times that
can be used for a necessary and sufficient schedulability test by comparing the
computed worst case task response times with their deadlines. This analysis is
applicable even if task deadlines are smaller than their periods, and furthermore for
any assignment of task priorities, as noticed by Audsley et al. in [3]. Lehoczky et al.
[11] developed a similar schedulability test without explicitly considering the task
response times and later extended this analysis in [12] to also allow tasks to have
deadlines larger than their periods. Tindell used Lehoczky’s results for response time
analysis of tasks with arbitrary deadlines in [31]. These methods all assume the
system to consist of a single processor with tasks that are independent and arbitrarily
phased. The analysis was later quickly developed in a number of directions with the
aim to remove underlying assumptions in the above analyses. These developments
include for example the treatment of bounded blocking from low priority tasks in
[25], scheduler overhead in e.g. [10] and precedence relations between tasks on a
single processor in [6]. Aperiodic tasks, whose execution may be requested at any
time, cannot be allowed in this type of systems where worst case guarantees on task
response times are needed. However, sporadic tasks, that is tasks that are not periodic
but whose requests are guaranteed to be separated by a minimum inter arrival time,
can be handled in the analysis. This is either done by using a periodic server that polls
and handles incoming sporadic tasks (see e.g. [28]), or by assuming that, in the worst
case, sporadic tasks behave like periodic tasks with periods equal to their minimum
inter arrival times.

In an extended task model, periodic tasks may be allowed to experience variations
in their periods. This effect can for example occur if the scheduler is executed only at
each tick of the system clock. In such a system, a newly arrived task will not be
recognised and considered for execution until the first following tick. This results in a
variation in the periodicity of the task with as much as the resolution of the system
clock. In this model, a task is said to arrive when it is logically ready to execute, and
is released when the scheduler recognises the arrival of the task and places it in its
ready queue. The interval between the arrival time and the release time is called the
release jitter. Release jitter can be a useful parameter to also model other sources for
period variation. It is typically used when tasks are not allowed to start their
execution until a preceding event has occurred, such as the arrival of a message or the
completion of a preceding task. In this thesis the term release jitter will be used to
specify any delay from a task’s nominal arrival time to the first time it may actually
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be scheduled to execute, i.e. the release time. The release jitter definition will be clear
from the context. This type of variation in the periodicity of a task was first treated by
Rajkumar et al. in [17] and was later more explicitly discussed by Audsley et al. in
[4] and by Tindell et al. in [31].

One important assumption in the above discussed methods for analysis is that all
tasks are arbitrarily phased, meaning that the occurrence of a critical instant as
defined by Liu and Layland [13] is possible in reality. For the analysis of systems in
which tasks are not phased arbitrarily, this assumption may become a source for
pessimism. If the first instance of a task does not arrive at time zero, but after a delay
called the task offset, and then subsequent task arrivals occur periodically, it is
possible that all tasks will never arrive or be released simultaneously. A prerequisite
for such absence of a Liu and Layland critical instant is that the arrivals of at least
two tasks are triggered by the same, or at least synchronised, clocks. For such
systems, an exact response time analysis can be performed through schedule
simulation as described by e.g. Audsley in [2]. This method cannot however be
directly applied to tasks sets in which release jitter may delay task releases.

Another way to analyse tasks with offsets was presented by Tindell in [29]. In his
analysis, tasks are grouped into transactions such that the arrivals of tasks within the
same transaction are related by offsets but the transactions themselves are arbitrarily
phased relative each other. In another paper, [30], Tindell and Clark give a method
for analysis of precedence related tasks in distributed systems. In their method, the
variation in the response time of one task becomes the release jitter for its successor.
Sun and Liu presents a similar method for the same analysis in [26]. Later Palencia
and Harbour combined and developed the two methods by Tindell and Clark both for
handling unlimited release jitter, and to produce tighter bounds based on the
precedence relations between tasks, [15], [16]. In [14], Palencia et al. also make use
of tighter bounds on the best-case response times of tasks in order to make the
estimated release jitters of precedence related tasks smaller. They show that since the
release jitter estimates are decreased by the tighter bounds on the best-case response
times, this has in effect that the bounds on the worst case response times are reduced,
leading to less pessimistic schedulability analysis. Later Henderson et al. developed
the method further in [7] by finding the exact best case response times, but their best
case analysis is based on a numerically intractable algorithm.

Other related work includes the algorithms presented by Sun et al. in [27] in which
the response times of tasks that have both offsets and precedence requirements are
computed. The system model assumes a uniprocessor and that transactions are non-
periodic, i.e. it is a one instance analysis. As such it should be applicable to periodic
transactions whose response times are not allowed to be larger than the periods, if the
schedule is unrolled for a complete LCM (least common multiple of all transaction
periods). Yen and Wolf presented another interesting effort for the analysis of
precedence related tasks executing on a distributed hardware in [34]. Their analysis,
which is quite different from the others, is however not well proven.
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3. Thesis summary and contr ibutions

The four papers included in this thesis contribute in different ways to the aim of
providing methods for timing analysis of real-time systems and making use of the
analysis results in control system design. Of the four papers, the first three (A to C)
describe new methods for response time analysis of fixed priority scheduled tasks.
Paper D presents one way of using the response time bounds for the analysis of
control systems. It should be noted that in the end of each paper in this thesis, a
description of the used notation is appended. In this section the four papers are
summarised and their contributions are highlighted.

3.1. Paper A: Exact best-case response time analysis of fixed priority scheduled 
tasks

In paper A, a method for computing the exact best-case response times of FPS
tasks is presented. The analysis assumes independent periodic tasks with deadlines
limited by the task periods. The conditions under which a task will experience its
shortest possible response times are defined. This best-case phasing is similar to the
corresponding worst-case phasing, the critical instant, with the difference that the
analysed task should complete its execution at an instant that is the critical instant of
the next higher priority task. It is shown that a simple recurrence equation, which
closely resembles the worst-case counterpart, can be used to exactly calculate the
task response time.

The major motivation for the development of this analysis was its potential use for
tightening the worst-case response time bounds for precedence related tasks. Both
Palencia et al. [14] and Henderson et al. used best-case analysis for this purpose in
[14] and [7]. Finding tighter bounds on best-case response times also directly tightens
the bounds on task response jitters (also called output jitter) which are especially
important for control systems.

The analysis presented in paper A is exact only for schedulable task-sets with
tasks whose deadlines (or more correct, worst-case response times) are smaller than
or equal to the periods. Even though the derived analysis does provide useful and
correct lower bounds on the best-case response times for tasks with larger worst-case
response times, this is a theoretical limitation of the analysis. In section 4 some recent
results are presented that enable exact best-case analysis of task sets with arbitrary
deadlines. It is evident from the experimental results presented in section 4, that the
analysis in paper A is exact in most cases, also for tasks with arbitrary deadlines. 
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3.2. Paper B: Calculating exact worst case response times for static priority 
scheduled tasks with offsets and jitter

Paper B deals with worst-case response time analysis of FPS tasks whose arrival
times are related by offsets. A related analysis is schedule simulation discussed by
Audsley in [2], but when tasks experience release jitters, schedule simulation is not
directly applicable. Normally when simulating a schedule, the simulation is
performed over an interval as long as the LCM of all task periods and the longest
response time of all instances of each task is logged. When release jitter is apparent in
the model, a worst case has to be created for each task instance individually, making
one single schedule simulation impossible. In paper B, the worst case for an arbitrary
task instance is created and the response time of that instance is computed without
simulation. This analysis is performed for each task instance in an LCM and the
longest response time is logged. The gain from using this computational analysis as
compared to a schedule simulation based analysis is shown through experiments.
Both methods produce the same results (since they are both exact) but the
computational method proposed in paper B is more efficient. As a side-effect, the
derived method enables exact analysis of an arbitrary task instance within a schedule,
given a relative phasing to all higher priority task instances. This has a potential to be
useful in other applications. Furthermore, schedule simulation for this type of task
model which includes release jitter, has to our best knowledge not been considered
before.

This analysis was originally developed to find the response time of an arbitrary
task instance within a schedule. Later, release jitter was added to the task model and
the algorithm for finding exact worst-case response times of tasks with offsets and
jitter was developed. The analysis provides an alternative to Tindell’ s analysis of
offset related tasks in [29]. The major difference is that while Tindell’s analysis uses
a task model in which offset related tasks are grouped into arbitrarily phased
transactions, the analysis in paper B allows the transactions themselves to be offset
related as well.

3.3. Paper C: Accounting for precedence constraints in the analysis of tree-
shaped transactions in distributed real-time systems

This paper presents an algorithm for computing bounds on the worst case response
times of precedence related tasks in distributed systems. The proposed algorithm is
based on the analysis developed by Palencia and Harbour in [16] but extends it to
also allow tree-shaped transactions such that the completion of one task may trigger
the simultaneous release of multiple successors. The new algorithm also improves
the one in [16] in that it produces tighter bounds on tasks in linear transactions (in
which a task completion may only trigger one successor) by removing some sources
of pessimism in the analysis. One of these improvements is due to the exploitation of
a blocking effect that arises when a low priority task precedes a higher priority task.
The fact that the low priority of the preceding task may block the contribution from
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the higher priority task to a given busy period is exploited. Another, probably more
important, improvement comes from the treatment of certain groups of high priority
tasks as being a single task. High priority tasks can be grouped together for the
analysis of some lower priority task if they are related such that if one task in the
group interferes with the low priority task, then all the other tasks in the same group
will interfere too. For example, a pair of consecutive precedence related high priority
tasks can either interfere with a low priority task both together or none at all. This
grouping of higher priority tasks also removes a convergence problem in [16]. Paper
C also describes how the analysis can be applied to systems with non preemptive
schedulers such as the CAN (Controller Area Network) communication bus.

The motivation for developing this analysis method was to satisfy a need
originating from the AIDA models and the development of the AIDA toolset.
Available methods for analysis of tree-shaped transactions ([15],[29]) were
considered overly pessimistic. A direct extension of Palencia and Harbour’s
algorithm presented in [16] to also handle tree-shaped transactions seemed as a
natural and feasible solution. During extensive testing of such a direct extension of
the original algorithm, much of the improvements that were later added to the method
were identified.

3.4. Paper D: The AIDA toolset for design and implementation analysis of 
distributed real-time control systems

Paper D describes the first version of the AIDA toolset, based on the AIDA
models that were designed in an earlier phase of the AIDA research project. The
toolset ties the design of control systems together with the specification and analysis
of their real-time implementations. Control system designs are specified in a well-
known commercial tool and the control models are exported to the AIDA toolset.
Within the AIDA toolset the real-time implementation is specified and the response
times of the functions and resulting operating system processes can be analysed. The
acquired timing information can then be exported to the control design domain and
the performance of the control system implementation be tested, with account taken
for the timing effects of the chosen implementation.

The paper also gives a short introduction to the AIDA modelling framework with
a focus on the subset of models that have been included in today’s toolset. Support
for the AIDA models and the core of the toolset was developed in the Domain
Modelling Environment (DOME) from Honeywell, [8]. The use of the toolset is
exemplified in a case study describing the design and potential implementation of a
dual leg controller for a four legged vehicle. In the case study it is shown through
simulation how different choices in the real-time implementation may affect control
performance.
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3.5. Other contributions

As part of the development of the analysis methods and the development of the
AIDA toolset, a stand-alone tool for response time analysis has been developed. The
tool, Aidalyze, takes a textual representation of a distributed real-time system and
computes bounds on the task response times using algorithms that are specified
individually on a per processor basis. Hence regular preemptive scheduled processors
can be mixed with e.g. non-preemptive processors or communication buses such as
CAN. In the integration with the AIDA toolset, such a textual representation of the
system is generated from the AIDA models and Aidalyze is called with that system
representation as an input parameter. Aidalyze is planned to be made available for
public use in the near future.

4. Best-case response time analysis for  tasks with arbitrary deadlines

As discussed above, the analysis derived in paper A is applicable to schedulable
FPS task-sets and provides exact best-case response times if task deadlines are
smaller than the periods. The deadline restriction for schedulable task sets is
equivalent to a requirement that the worst-case response times should be smaller than
the task periods. Though not explicitly stated in paper A, it suffices that the analysed
task itself meets this requirement on the worst-case response time. If some interfering
higher priority task does not meet the requirement, the analysis will still be exact for
the analysed task.

The deadline restriction in paper A implies that no more than one instance of a
task can be active at one time. If the restriction is removed, early instances of the
analysed task may interfere with the analysed instance. This fact causes the
derivation in paper A to fail. However, the failure will in such a case only concern the
exactness of the analysis and the computed best-case response time will be a correct
lower bound to the exact value, as discussed in paper A. Since best-case response
times should be lower bounded (while worst-case response times should be upper
bounded) the analysis in paper A is still useful. This fact contrasts to the
corresponding worst-case analysis. That is, the worst-case analysis based on the
assumption that deadlines are smaller than periods is not useful for the analysis of
tasks whose deadlines are longer. Such a worst-case analysis may produce values that
are smaller than the actual worst-case response times, which is unacceptable when
computing upper bounds.

Although the best-case analysis in paper A does not suffer from the same
limitation in applicability as its worst-case counterpart, we will here, for the sake of
completeness, provide an extension of the best-case analysis in paper A. The
extension will enable an exact computation of best-case response times also for tasks
that have worst-case response times that are larger than their periods. As will be
evident in the following, the gain of using this extended exact analysis is very limited
when compared to using the simpler analysis in paper A. Experimental results
showing this are presented in section 4.3.
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Much of the derivation of the extended analysis is the same as that given in paper
A and overlapping steps will be skipped. It is however necessary to reproduce the
definition and proving of the best-case phasing under the new conditions that allow
early instances of the task under analysis to interfere with the studied instance. After
that, we will show how the corresponding best-case response times can be computed.
This extension of the analysis in paper A is the result of so far unpublished work by
Sanfridson and Redell. Redell derived and proved the extended best-case phasing
while Sanfridson showed how the best-case response times could be computed. In the
following we assume that the reader has assimilated the results of paper A.

4.1. Best-case phasing

We will in this derivation assume, without loss of generality, that we are interested
in the best-case response time  of a task τi in a priority ordered task set of i tasks in
which task τi has the lowest priority. Task priorities are assumed to be unique and
equal to the task indices. The task set is feasibly scheduled on a uniprocessor. We
will define the conditions under which a task τi will experience its best-case response
time. In this analysis we will specifically study the qth instance of τi, which will be
denoted . This instance arrives at , is released after some delay due to the release
jitter at  and completes its execution at an instant . The response time is
computed as the delay from arrival to completion. Note that the interval between two
consecutive arrivals of τi will always be exactly one period (Ti) in length, e.g.

, while the corresponding release times,  and , do not have
such a simple relation due to the variation in release jitter. We assume that all task
instances are released in order of arrival. If not stated otherwise, we will also assume
that when the arrival times of a task’s instances are changed during the creation of the
best-case phasing, all release jitters will stay the same such that the delay between the
release times of any two instances of the altered task will be unchanged. Furthermore,
a change in the arrival time of a task instance affects the arrival times of all instances
of that task.

In the analysis, the busy period within which  executes will be studied. For this
analysis we adopt the busy period definition used by Lehoczky in [12]. In that
definition, a level-i busy period is an interval of time [ta,tb] during which the
processor is busy executing tasks with priority i or higher. Furthermore, the processor
is idle throughout the intervals (ta-ε, ta) and (tb, tb+ε) for some ε>0. 

To find the best-case phasing of a task τi, we start by deriving a necessary
condition for the instance  to experience its minimum possible response time.

Lemma 1.  A task instance  that experiences the best-case response time  of τi
executes in a level-i busy period that includes at least one instance , with , that
has release and start times that coincide.
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Proof. Assume that  experiences the minimum response time for τi. Further
assume that all instances , , belonging to the same level-i busy period as 
are released when either an earlier instance of τi or a higher priority task is executing.

Under the above conditions, it is possible to delay the arrival times (and thereby
the release times) of the instances of τi without affecting the start or completion time
of . Since the response time of  will be reduced by such a delay, this contradicts
the assumption that  experiences the minimum response time for τi. The arrival
times of τi can be delayed until the release and start times of , or of any earlier
instance belonging to the same busy period, coincide. This proves the lemma.  

It is obvious that earlier instances of τi will be less likely to interfere with the
execution of  if their releases are not delayed by any release jitter. Furthermore, the
instance  itself should not be delayed by release jitter. This is stated in the
following lemma:

Lemma 2.  The phasing of the instances of τi that, in the general case, allows  to
experience its minimum response time is such that all instances  with , should
experience minimum release jitter, i.e. their release jitter should be zero.

Proof. The fact that the release jitter of  should be zero is obvious given that the
response time of  is the interval from arrival to completion and that any non-zero
release jitter can only serve to make this interval longer. Similarly, the interference
from earlier instances with the execution of  will be reduced or stay the same when
the release jitter of any earlier instance is reduced. On the other hand, if the same
jitter is increased, the interference with  will either increase or stay the same. The
interference from earlier instances adds directly to the response time of  and hence
the best-case is achieved if no release of any earlier instance of τi is delayed by
release jitter.

Given the two above lemmas, we conclude that with the best-case phasing of 
there is at least one instance of τi, either  or an earlier instance in the same busy
period, whose arrival, release and start times coincide. We now turn the focus to the
interference from other higher priority tasks in the system. We derive a best-case
phasing of τi and all higher priority tasks in the sense that we uniquely define the
relations between all release times of these tasks. The achieved phasing is a sufficient
condition for  to experience the minimum response time of τi.

Theorem 1.  Best-case phasing
The best case response time of a task τi is achieved for an instance  that completes
simultaneously with the release of all higher priority tasks, when these have
experienced their maximum release jitter. All higher priority tasks that are released
before  should be released without any release jitter. Instance  and all earlier
instances of task τi should be released without any release jitter and at least one of
these instances, that belongs to the same busy period as , should start its execution
immediately on arrival.
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Proof. Pick an arbitrary instance  of task τi in the schedule and make its release
jitter, and the release jitters of all earlier instances of τi, zero. According to lemma 2
this can only lead to a reduction of the response time of .

We will now apply an iterative procedure that will successively and monotonically
reduce the response time  of . Eventually, the release times of all instances of all
tasks that may affect  will be specified. Therefore, since the procedure can be
applied to reduce the response time of an arbitrary instance  in a schedule, it leads
to the best-case phasing for  which results in the minimum response time of τi.

First initialize a set of higher priority tasks  as the empty set, . The
iterative procedure is started by picking some higher priority task τj that is not yet in

. Given the current phasing of  and all higher priority tasks, let  be the first
instance of the task τj to be released at or after the completion of , , i.e.
and .  arrives at an instant . In the following note that since the arrival
times of all instances of τj are dependent, a change in  implies a change in the arrival
(and release) times of all instances of τj. Figure 1 illustrates a busy period including
the analysed task instance  when executed together with a single higher priority task

. The task instances are tagged with their instance indices.

Assumption A1: We assume, without loss of generality, that  must stay the first
instance of τj to be released at or after  no matter how  changes due to rephasing
of higher priority tasks. Hence no phasing of the task set that will make this
assumption be violated is allowed. The assumption adds no restriction to the
generality of the theorem since there has to be a first instance of τj after  and it may
just as well be .

We next study the contribution from the execution of instances of τj to the response
time of . Shifting the arrival times of the instances of τj to the right (increasing )
under the above assumption A1, will not decrease the response time of . The
completion time  and therefore also the response time  will either stay the same
or increase by such a shift. On the other hand, shifting the arrivals of instances of τj
left (decreasing ) under assumption A1 will not increase the response time of .

 will either decrease or stay the same by such a shift. Therefore  is decreased until
. During this decrease of , we simultaneously update the arrival times of the

Figure 1. Illustration of a busy period including the analysed instance ,  and one 
instance of a higher priority task, . Downpointing arrows show instance arrivals. No 
instance experiences release jitter.
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tasks in  (i.e. left shift the arrivals if necessary) such that even though  decreases,
 is always satisfied for each .

When the left shifting process terminates because the limit  is reached, we
note that if  does not experience its maximum release jitter it is possible to further
reduce . Hence if the release jitter of  is not equal to Jj, we successively increase
the release jitter while reducing  such that  at all times. This will potentially
make  decrease further (while decreasing the release jitter will not). The arrivals of
all tasks in  are again updated continuously (left shifted) as needed. While increasing
the release jitter of , we must also make sure that no later instance of τj, e.g. ,
will get released before . An easy way to assure this is to set the release jitter of all
later instances of τj to their maximum values. When the release jitter of  has reached
its maximum value (Jj), the shifting of arrival times is terminated. At this point τj is
added to the set : .

The next step in the process is to tune the release jitter for all earlier instances of
τj. It is obvious that  cannot decrease by an increase in the release jitter of some ,
s < p. On the other hand,  will either decrease or stay the same when the release
jitter of  is decreased. Hence all instances , s < p, should experience their
minimum release jitter. We reduce any release jitter of all early instances of τj while
simultaneously updating the arrival (and release) times of all tasks in  as needed, just
like before.

During the process of updating the arrival and release times of τj and the tasks in
, the busy period that contains the execution of  may have changed and the

completion time  of  may have been reduced. Since the arrival time of  has not
changed, the response time of  has either been reduced or has not been changed.

The above procedure is repeated for all higher priority tasks τj, j = 1,...,i-1,
successively reducing the response time of . When the iterations are over and all
higher priority tasks are included in , we need to study the arrival times of τi. If at
this time,  does not satisfy lemma 1, the arrival times of task τi are delayed up to the
point when either  or an earlier instance of τi belonging to the same busy period
arrives at the instant when it starts its execution.

When this process is over, the release times of all task instances that may affect the
 have been uniquely specified. Therefore, since the procedure can be applied to

reduce the response time of an arbitrary instance  in a schedule, it must lead to the
best-case phasing for  which results in the minimum response time of τi. 

The best-case phasing for tasks with deadlines longer than their periods is hence
very similar to the phasing for tasks with shorter deadlines. The only difference is
that when deadlines are longer than periods, the instances of the analysed task τi may
need to arrive earlier than in the phasing derived in paper A. This difference is due to
the potential self interference of τi and is manifested through the difference between
lemma 1 in paper A and lemmas 1 and 2 above. Under the conditions given in paper
A, the analysed instance itself must arrive, be released and start at a single instant,
which is not the case in this extended analysis. Furthermore, the release jitters of the
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early instances of τi are specified in the extended best-case phasing. The best-case
phasing for tasks with shorter deadlines as defined in paper A is a special case of the
phasing specified above.

4.2. Computing the minimum response time

We now turn to the computation of the best-case response time of an instance 
that experiences the best-case phasing of . By lemma 1 and 2 above we know that,
under the best-case phasing, there must be at least one instance  with  in the
same busy period as  that starts its execution the instant it arrives. We will call
such an instance  a synchronisation instance for the analysis of . Due to the
schedulability of the task set, we also know that such an instance must be found in an
interval [ , ] where LCMi=LCM(T1,...,Ti) is the least common multiple of
all task periods. This fact is obvious for a strictly periodic task set (one without any
release jitter) since in that case, the schedule repeats itself after one LCMi. It is
however also true for the above interval since the release pattern of the tasks in the
interval is less dense than in the periodic case, due to the best-case phasing of 
(compare corollary 1 in paper A). Let  denote the maximum number
of arrivals of  in an interval with length LCMi. This is the number of task instances
needed to be examined in order to find a synchronisation instance. Hence, all
instances  that can possibly be synchronisation instances must have indices s from
the set 

(1)

We summarize the above results in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.  Under the best-case phasing of , there must be at least one instance 
with  that belongs to the same level-i busy period as 
and starts its execution the moment it arrives, i.e.  is a synchronisation instance.

Proof. The existence of a synchronisation instance follows directly from lemma 1
and 2 and the fact that the task set is schedulable limits the number of instances that
need to be examined to find such a synchronisation instance, as discussed above.

For any given instance  in the set defined by (1) use 

 (2)

to identify the number of instances of τi that arrive in the interval [ , ). Now study
a virtual task  with a priority equal to i; zero release jitter; and a minimum
execution time equal to . The virtual task is assumed to have a
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deadline equal to its period such that it is schedulable together with the tasks
. The deadline and period may be chosen to be the computed worst-case

response time of the virtual task. The best-case response time of  in such a
virtual schedule can be computed using the analysis given in paper A. It is important
to note that the virtual schedule under the best-case phasing of , and the
original schedule under the best-case phasing of , are identical for all tasks with
priorities higher than i. In other words, the execution patterns of the higher priority
tasks are the same in the two schedules and the only difference is the execution of

 and . We note that the completion time of  in the best-case virtual
schedule and the completion time  of  in the best-case original schedule are the
same and we denote this instant . We use this notation to refer to any of the two
schedules and assume that other points in time in the schedules are defined in relation
to  such that time instants can be compared between schedules.  can be
regarded as the desired completion time of  while  is the actual completion time,
given some phasing of tasks.

The best-case response time of , denoted , gives the arrival and start
time of the virtual task  as . We call this instant in time a
synchronisation point for  and identify it as

(3)

In Figure 2, the best-case phasing of a task  is shown when interfered by a single
higher priority task . The task parameters are , , ,

 and . The different instances of  are tagged with their
instance indices. Furthermore, to help distinguishing between different instances of

, every second instance is shaded with a diagonal pattern. Arrows pointing
downwards indicate arrivals of  and the dotted lines show the synchronisation
points. The figure also shows the resulting best-case response time of , ( )
and the best-case response time of the virtual task , ( ). Note that
since this is the best-case phasing we have . In this example,  is a
synchronisation instance. 

The synchronisation point gives a bound on the latest time that  can arrive for
 to complete at . If  is a synchronisation instance, then its arrival and start

times must coincide with the synchronisation point .

Lemma 4.  Under the best case-phasing of , all instances  with
 must have arrival times  such that .

Furthermore, an instance  is a synchronisation instance if and only if .

Proof. The best-case phasing of  uniquely defines the arrival times of all
instances  with . It follows directly from the definition
of the virtual task and the synchronisation point, that if an instance  arrives after its
synchronisation point , the execution of the  instances of  (with a total
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workload of ) cannot be completed before  (i.e. ). This contradicts
the fact that the tasks arrive according to the best-case phasing of  and therefore

 must be true for all task instances  in the studied set.
If  for an instance , then the only way that  may complete at  is

if the execution of  starts immediately on arrival. Furthermore,  must be part of
the same level-i busy period as . Hence  must be a synchronisation instance. If
on the other hand  then, for  to complete at ,  must either start later
than its arrival (due to interference), or not belong to the same level-i busy period as

. In both cases,  is not a synchronisation instance.

Lemma 4 gives a necessary condition on the arrival times of the instances of  in
the interval [ , ] under the best-case phasing of . This is however not
sufficient to derive the arrival times of tasks under the best-case phasing of . To do
this, we will show that there is only one phasing of tasks that satisfies lemma 4 and
under which there is at least one synchronisation instance. This is the best-case
phasing of .

If an instance  arrives at its synchronisation point, this decides the arrival times
of all instances of . We will in this case say that the phasing of  is aligned with

. The arrival time of an instance  under such alignment is denoted  and is
given by

(4)

Theorem 2.  Identification of the best-case phasing
The instances of  arrive according to the best-case phasing of  if and only if there
is some , , with  (  is aligned with ) and 

Figure 2. The best-case phasing of task  when executed with one higher priority task . 
Arrivals of  are indicated by downward pointing arrows.  is a synchronisation 
instance. The diagonal pattern in every second instance of  is included for visualisation 
purposes only.
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(5)

Proof. The necessity of the theorem follows directly from the existence of a
synchronisation instance (lemma 3) and the requirements on the arrival times given
in lemma 4.

We next need to prove that if for some ,  and (5) are satisfied, then
this is the best-case phasing of . This will be shown by contradiction. Assume that
the phasing aligned with  ( ) is such that (5) is satisfied but this is not
the best-case phasing. Then, by lemma 3, there must be some other phasing of  that
is aligned with some other instance  which is a synchronisation instance in the best-
case phasing of . Since (5) is satisfied when  is aligned with , but the phasing
given by alignment with  is different, we find that . Hence the new
arrival time of , , is later than . Since all instances are aligned with

, we have  . This specifically holds for 
such that . But since  it follows that  and hence
(5) does not hold under the alignment with . This contradicts lemma 4 and shows
that the phasing aligned with  cannot be the best-case phasing and therefore the
phasing aligned with  must be the best-case phasing of .

Given theorem 2 it is easy to identify the best-case phasing of . To do this, set
the index of the analysed instance  to q = 0 and the time scale such that .
The synchronisation points of all instances of  are found using (3) and the analysis
given in paper A. Each instance  is examined in the search for a synchronisation
instance that satisfies the requirements in theorem 2. When such a synchronisation
instance has been found it can be used to compute the response time of . To do this
we note that the best-case response time of the virtual task  corresponds to the
length of the interval [ , ]. The length of this interval is the sum of the lengths of
the intervals [ , ] and [ , ]. The first of these has length  and the
length of the second is the best-case response time of τi, , as shown in Theorem 1.
As a result, given the best-case response time  of the virtual task , the
response time of  and thereby the best-case response time of τi can be computed as

(6)

where  satisfies theorem 2.

4.3. Experimental results and conclusions

For evaluation of the extended analysis, a large number of artificial task sets were
generated and analysed. The task periods where taken randomly from a set
{ 1,2,5,10,15,20,30,60} . This limits the maximum least common multiple of task
periods and makes the analysis faster than if completely random periods would have
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been chosen. The limitation on task periods was considered necessary since a large
number of analyses were performed. The minimum execution time for a task was
initially given by a random number in the interval (0,T) were T is the task’s period.
Once all tasks had been given periods and initial execution times, the execution times
were scaled such that a given utilisation level was achieved. In some first tests,
between 5 and 20 tasks were generated in each set. From each such set of tasks, two
different sets were generated for analysis: one in which tasks were given random
priorities and one where the rate monotonic (RM) priority assignment was used. The
maximum release jitters were in all cases set to zero. A number of 500 different task
sets were generated for each utilisation level. The selected utilisations spanned from
0.6 to 0.999 with a major part of the analysed levels taken from the interval
[0.9,0.999].

The best-case response time of each task in all generated task sets was computed
using the extended exact analysis described above, and with the original analysis
given in paper A. It should be noted that, even though the original analysis was used
to bound the best-case response times, it is guaranteed to be exact for a subset of the
generated tasks. Another lower bound to the best-case response times is the minimum
execution times of the tasks. We use  to denote the exact value produced by the
extended analysis above and  to denote the value produced by the original
analysis given in paper A.

To evaluate the analysis methods and the differences between them, the averages
of the ratios  and  for all tasks and each utilisation level are
plotted in Figure 3. There are four curves in the figure, but two of these are hardly
visible due to a large overlap (a partial magnification is shown in Figure 4). The two
solid curves correspond to  and the almost invisible dotted curves
correspond to . Diamonds are used to mark the curves for the RM task
sets while curves marked with x correspond to the task sets with random priority
assignment.

The large overlap between the solid and dotted curves gives an indication of how
the analysis in paper A fails to be exact in only a very limited number of cases. For
both priority assignments, 74592 tasks were analysed in total. In the RM task sets,
742 of the tasks had worst-case response times larger than their periods. These tasks
could hence potentially benefit from the extended analysis as compared to the
original. However, only 89 of these tasks (12%) had a best-case response time that
differed from the bound found with the original analysis. No such task was found for
any utilisation lower than 0.9. The corresponding results for the task sets with
random priority assignment are even more striking. Of the 74592 analysed tasks,
29485 could potentially benefit from the extended analysis, i.e. had worst-case
response times larger than the periods. But in only 62 cases (0.2%) did the exact best-
case and the bound given by the original analysis differ. To better show the small
average difference between the two analysis methods, a magnified section of the
curves corresponding to the RM task sets in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4. 

The gain of using the extended exact analysis is indeed very limited on average.
However, it could be argued that the average gain of using an algorithm is not all that
matters. If an algorithm is guaranteed to always perform as good as or better than
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another, then it might as well be used. A system that is about to be analysed could be
a system for which the choice of algorithm does make a difference and then, why be
satisfied with a lower bound if an exact value can be computed? This question relates
to the argument against the extended analysis: Its computational complexity is much
higher than that of the original analysis. In the extended version of the analysis, each
virtual task has to be analysed using the original analysis. The number of virtual tasks
to be analysed is the same as the number of instances of the original task within an

Figure 3. The average ratio Rb/Cmin as a function of utilisation. Solid lines correspond to the 
extended analysis derived here and dotted lines (mostly overlapped) to the original analysis in 
paper A. Line markings correspond to the priority assignment used: diamond for RM and x for 
random.

Figure 4. The average ratio Rb/Cmin as a function of utilisation. A magnification of the RM 
priority assigned case in Figure 3.
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LCM. Therefore, the original analysis given in paper A is better suited to be used in a
larger iterative algorithm in which analysis execution time needs to be kept low. The
extended analysis should be used when only a one-shot analysis is needed.

Other conclusions can be drawn based on Figure 3. First, there is a significant
difference between the best-case response times and the minimum execution times.
The average ratio  increases exponentially with the utilisation. For the
RM task sets examined here, the best-case response times were on average 15%
larger than the minimum execution times for a utilisation of 0.9. Furthermore, a
task’s best case response time is more likely to be longer if tasks with shorter periods
have higher priorities, such as in the RM case. This is easily understood by
considering the creation of a best-case phasing and this is the reason for the large
difference between the RM and random priority assignments in Figure 3.

Other task sets than the ones described above were also generated and analysed.
These sets contained between 20 and 50 tasks and the performance of the analysis
methods were compared in the same way as above. Since these task sets contained
more tasks than before, the task execution times needed to be smaller in relation to
the periods in order to achieve a certain utilisation. When the ratio Cmin/T becomes
small for tasks in general, the best-case response times approach the minimum
execution times and the gain of using any best-case analysis diminishes. An opposite
effect is achieved if the range of task periods is increased, such that the difference
between the smallest and the largest periods becomes larger. If the utilisation is held
constant under such a change, tasks with shorter periods will be more likely to
interfere with tasks with longer periods, under their best-case phasings. Finally we
should note that if the tasks are given non-zero jitters, the best case response times
are reduced too. The larger the jitters, the closer will the best-case response times get
to the minimum execution times. Further, giving tasks non-zero jitters would not
change the relation between the performance of the original and the extended
analysis methods.

5. Best-case bounds in the analysis of precedence related tasks

A subject that has not been discussed thus far is the integration of the best-case
analysis in paper A and the worst-case analysis of tree-shaped transactions derived in
paper C. This lack of integration deserves an explanation since one of the major
arguments for the development of the best-case analysis is its potential use in larger
iterative algorithms where it is used to limit the estimated release jitters and thereby
reduce the worst-case response time bounds.

In the analysis in paper C, a task’s best-case response time bound, offset and jitter
are related as follows: A task number b in transaction number a is denoted  and if

 is the immediate predecessor of  (if any), a lower bound on the best-case
response time  of  is given by

(7)
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where  is the minimum execution time of . The offset  and the maximum
jitter  are given by

(8)

(9)

Here  is the worst-case response time of the immediate predecessor , and
tclock is the resolution of the system clock.

It could be argued that the best-case response time bound given by equation (7) is
overly optimistic and that a better analysis that takes interferences into account, such
as that in paper A, should be used instead. As the method WCDOPS+ (the extended
Worst-Case analysis for Dynamic Offsets and Priority Schemes) is given in paper C,
the task offsets are computed with (7) at the beginning of the analysis and never
updated during the iterations. At each iteration, the analysis finds new values on the
worst-case response times which, through equation (9), give new maximum release
jitters. The convergence of the analysis is guaranteed by the monotonic dependency
between the worst-case response times and the release jitters, [15][30]: The bounds
on the worst-case response times increase (or stay the same) with an increase in
release jitter, while the release jitters increase with increasing worst-case response
times (equation 9). This means that both the worst-case response time bounds and the
release jitters will get larger and larger during iteration, until a stable set of values has
been reached. 

The use of the optimistic best-case bound in equation (7), which does not take any
interference into account, may seem strange in the light of the newly developed best-
case analysis in paper A. Other less optimistic bounds on the best-case response
times, similar to that developed in paper A, have been successfully used in other
iterative algorithms for computing worst-case response times. Examples of this are
described by Henderson et al. in [7] and Palencia et al. in [14]. In both these
algorithms, new best-case and worst-case bounds are computed at each iteration and
the release jitters are, in principle, updated in the same way as in (9). The
convergence of the algorithms is guaranteed in the same way as above but with the
following addition: A reduction in a best-case response time bound will lead to an
increase in release jitter through (9). Furthermore, both best-case analyses used in [7]
and [14] are such that an increased release jitter can only lead to a decrease in the
best-case response bounds. Hence, iteration will lead to smaller and smaller best-case
bounds and larger and larger jitters, until convergence is reached. The best-case
response times computed with the method in paper A are also reduced with increased
release jitters, and that method can therefore be directly used in these two algorithms.

However, the worst-case analysis in the above mentioned algorithms is based on
the creation of a critical instant that assumes that the analysed task is released
simultaneously with the release of all higher priority tasks on the same processor. For
precedence related tasks this assumption is a source for pessimism, since the
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precedence relations are not taken into account. On the other hand, in WCDOPS+
(derived in paper C) and the methods on which it is based, dynamic offsets are used
to reduce this pessimism. In these methods, the worst-case response time bounds
become functions not only of the release jitters but also of task offsets. I.e. the size of
the offsets have an impact on the estimated worst-case response time bounds. A
problem with this dependency is the lack of an obvious monotonic relation between
the task offsets and the task response times. This means that a decrease in one task’s
offset could potentially lead to an increased worst-case response time bound for some
task while leading to a decrease in the same bound of some other task. Hence, if
updated offsets are computed (using equation 8) for each iteration in this type of
methods, convergence cannot easily be proven. We therefore prefer not to use
iteratively updated best-case bounds in algorithms such as WCDOPS+.

6. Conclusions and future research

This thesis presents a number of improvements in the area of real-time system
analysis. The focus on fixed priority scheduled systems, which are commonly used in
industry, ensures relevance of the results for real applications. The presented methods
for response time analysis together contribute to a better over-all knowledge about
the timing behaviour of real-time applications in general and of distributed real-time
control system implementations in particular. The methods together provide means to
compute tighter upper and lower bounds on task response times. Such bounds can be
used during the design of control applications to cater for implementation related
delays such that the design can be made with smaller safety margins due to
uncertainties in the realised system’s timing behaviour. This in turn implies that
control systems can be designed with improved performance. One way in which
control system design can benefit from the results of a response time analysis is
presented and a toolset that has been developed for the purpose is described.
Furthermore, in the traditional use of bounds on task response times, schedulability
analysis becomes less pessimistic.

Even though the analysis of fixed priority scheduled systems is well developed,
there are still a lot of improvements to be made in the area of response time analysis.
A number of improvements and extensions of the methods presented here are
possible and desirable. Specifically, the analysis of offset related tasks given in paper
B should be extended in a direction towards the analysis of precedence related tasks
in paper C, such that in the end, offset related transactions of precedence related tasks
could be accurately analysed. With such an analysis at hand, an integration of that
analysis with the analysis of arbitrarily phased transactions described in paper C
would be the final goal. Such an integrated analysis would enable analysis of systems
with transactions whose arrivals are controlled by a mixture of synchronised and
unsynchronised clocks. Hence, some transactions would be arbitrarily phased to each
other, while some transactions’  phases would be related by arrival offsets. Future
work will focus on taking the newly developed methods to this “ final”  stage.
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Another important and very related continuation of this research is to make the
results of a response time analysis better suited for use in control system design and
analysis. A desirable outcome of a real-time system analysis for control purposes
would be a set of control data delays that can be included in the standard control
system models. However, such delays would be specified as an interval between
some minimum and maximum value and would as such not be directly useful for
traditional control analysis, since such analysis usually assumes constant delays.
Extensions of the traditional control analysis to cope with varying delays is hence
another important and related area of research. Moreover, there is no immediate
mapping from worst and best-case response times of tasks or functions to data delays
in a control system. Multi-rate control systems constitute a particularly interesting
case to handle in such an analysis.

A continued development of the AIDA models is also an obvious target for future
research. The AIDA models and their realisation in the AIDA toolset are far from
perfected and a major revision is expected as a result of the work in another project at
the Mechatronics lab. Important changes include generalisations of the scheduling
and communication models as well as the inclusion of event triggered modes in all
levels in the application models. One important and difficult challenge in this work
will be to keep the models analyzable with available analysis methods to the largest
possible extent. A related challenge is naturally to adapt the analysis methods to
handle more general models.
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